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ABSTRACT. Let A be a Banach space and let T be a compact Hausdorff space.

We denote by C(T, A) the Banach space of all A-valued continuous functions

defined on T endowed with the supremum norm. We show that if T is infinite

and (Ao, Ai) is a Banach couple with Ao continuously embedded in Ai, then

the interpolation space (C(T, Ao),C(T, Ai))^,p is equal to C(T, (Ao, Ai)^,p)

if and only if Ao is closed in Ai.

A pair A = {Aq, Ai) of Banach spaces is called a Banach couple if Ao and Ai are

both continuously embedded in some Hausdorff topological vector space V. The

Peetre K-functional of an element a in Ao + Ai is defined for s > 0 by

K{s,a;A) = inf{||a0|U0 +s||ai|U, : a = a0 +ai, a0 £ A0, ai £ Ai}.

Let B denote the set of all positive continuous functions on (0, oo) such that

0 < a,p < ßp < 1, where <p{s) = supu>0{<p{us) / <p{u)) and

ln^(s) .        In <p{s)
a<¿ -   sup   —¡-,        ßp =    inf    —:-.

o<s<i    Ins i<s<oo    Ins

Let A = {Ao, Ai) be a Banach couple, 1 < p < oo and <p £ B. The interpolation

Banach space AVtP = (Ao, Ai)^ consists of all a £ Aq + Ai for which

l/p

(^(s)-1/i"(s,a;A))pds/s)       < oo.

If <p{s) = s9 (0 < 9 < 1) we write, shortly, Ag,p (see [1, 5, 6] for details). We note

that Ao n Ai is a dense subspace of AVtP.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the connection between the spaces

{C{T, A0), C{T, Ai))r<p and C{T, {A0, Ai)p,p) for A0 <-> Aj (the symbol «-> denotes
continuous inclusion), where T is a compact Hausdorff space. In Bona and Scott

[2], an interesting application of the following continuous inclusion is shown:

(*) {C{T, A0), C{T, Ai))v,P •- C{T, {A0, Ai)^,p),

where ¡p{s) — se, T = [0, a], a > 0, in the theory of the Korteweg-de Vries equation.

We will show that if T is an infinite compact Hausdorff space, then equality in (*)

holds if and only if the Banach couple (Ao, Ai ) is trivial, i.e. Ao is a closed subspace

in A\. In order to show this fact, we shall first establish some results.
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PROPOSITION 1. Let (Ao,Ai) be a Banach couple such that Ao '-* A\. If
1 < p,q < oo and <p,ip £ B with ß^ < a^, then (Ao,Ai),piP <-> (Ao,Ai)^,g.

An easy proof of this proposition can be found in [4].

PROPOSITION 2. Let A = (Ao,Ai) be a nontrivial Banach couple such that

Ao *—► Ai, <p £ B, 1 < p < oo, and let E be an infinite-dimensional closed subspace

of ApiP. If E is not closed in Ai, then E contains a closed complemented in AVyP

subspace F isomorphic to lp.

PROOF. Take 9 £ (0,1) such that ßp < 9 and r¡ £ (0,1) with r¡9 < a¿. If we

put <po{s) — <p{sy/s0 for s > 0, where 7 = 1/1 - 77 and ß = 9r)/l — 77, we obtain

a<po = -ß + 7a<¿>! ßva = ~ß + ißtp- Hence

(1) 0 < a¿0 < ß^0 < 9 < 1,

so po belongs to B. Since <po{s){se/£>o(s))r? = <p{s), we see that

(•¿J (^ipo.P' ^ö,pj?7,p = ^-ip,p

by Theorem 5.4.1 in [1] and reiteration (see [3, 10]).

From Proposition 1, we have

(3) Xo = A,p0jP ̂ -> AejP = Xi

by (1). We observe that Xo is not closed in Xj. To the contrary, if Xo is closed in

Xi, then Xo = Xi by density of Xo in Xi. So, if we take 9\ such that /3^0 < 9i < 9,

then AgtP = AguP by (3) and Proposition 1, a contradiction with Theorem 1 in [7].

Now let E be an infinite-dimensional subspace of APiP such that E is not closed

in Ai. We get

(4) E C APiP *-♦ AfliP

by (2). We have two mutually exclusive possibilities for E:

Io. E is closed in AgtP. Then E contains a closed complemented in A#iP subspace

F isomorphic to lp by Theorem 1 in [8]. Obviously, F is a closed complemented in

A,p]P subspace and isomorphic to lp by the closed graph theorem and continuous

inclusion (4).

2°. E is not closed in AeiP. Then E contains a closed complemented in

(X0,Xi)^iP subspace isomorphic to lp by results of [8]. So by (2) we obtain our

assertion. The proof is complete.

THEOREM l. Let (Ao, Ai) be a nontrivial Banach couple with Ao ^-> Ai, <p £ B,

1 < p < 00. IfT is an infinite compact Hausdorff space, then

(G(T,A0),G(r,Ai))^p^C(T,A)

for each Banach space A intermediate between Ao and Ai {i.e. Ao ^-> A <—> Ai),

which is not closed in Ai.

PROOF. Assume that a Banach space A intermediate between Ao and Ai is not

closed in Ai, and

(5) (G(T,A0),C(T,Ai))^p = G(T,A).
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Since A is not closed in Aj, there exists a sequence {an) in A such that ||an||A = 1

and ||anlU, -* 0. On the other hand, since T is infinite, there exists a sequence

([/„) of open nonempty pairwise disjoint subsets of T. For each n £ N choose

tn £ Un- An application of Urysohn's lemma shows that for each n £ N there exist

functions /„ G C{K) such that

(6) /»(*„) = 1,     /„(«)= 0    for t£T\Un

Let {fn ® a„){t) := fn{t)an for n G N and t

m > n > 1 we have

and    ||/„||c(Jf) = 1-

G T.   If (&) G RN, then for

C(K,A)

by (6). Hence J2n=i Znfn
»f Í = (in) G c0, and

= sup
ter

^^■/¿(Oûi = sup{|&|: n <i < m},

an is a norm convergent series in C{T, A) if and only

/  „ <.njn = U\\co-
C(T,A)

This shows that the space E = span{/„ CS> a„: n G N}, the closed linear span in

C{T, A) of {/„ ®an:n£ N}, is isometrically isomorphic to Co-

Let us now note that E is not closed in C{T,A{). So, if we suppose that E

is closed in C{T, Ai), then there exists a constant c > 0 such that ||/||c(t,a,) >

cll/llc(T,A) for each f £ E (by the closed graph theorem and continuous inclusion

C{T,A)'^ G(T,Ai)). Hence for / = /„ ® an £ E, n £ N, we have ||/||c(r,A,) =

HflnlUi > cllanlU = c by (6), a contradiction, because o„ —» 0 in Ai.

Since the couple (Ao,Ai) is nontrivial, it follows that C{T, Ao) is not closed in

C{T, Ai); Proposition 2 and equality (5) give that E contains a subspace closed in

C{T,A) isomorphic to lp. This implies that lp is isomorphic to a subspace of c0.

This contradiction finishes the proof.

COROLLARY 1. (a) Let (Ao, Ai) be a Banach couple, <p £ B, 1 < p < oo, and

let T be a compact Hausdorff space.  Then

(7) (G(r,Ao),G(r,Ai))^p^G(T,(Ao,Ai)^p).

(b) // Ao c-» Ai and T is infinite, then equality in (7) holds if and only if Ao is
closed in A\.

PROOF, (a) It is easy to see that

K{s,f;C{T,Ao),C{T,A1))>supK{s,f{t);Ao,Ai)
t€T

for / in G(T, Ao) + C{T,Ai) and s > 0, and the proof of (7) is analogous to the

proof of Proposition 3 in [2].

(b) Let Ao ■—> Aj. If Ao is closed in Ai, then (Ao, Ai),^p = Ao by density of Ao
in (Aq, Ai)^iP. Hence we obtain that

{C{T, Ao), C{T, Ax))^p = C{T, (A0, Ai)^p) = C{T, A0).

Now let T be infinite and assume that Ao is not closed in Ai. Then (Ao, Ai)^iP

is not closed in Ai. Assuming otherwise, (A0,Ai)^iP = (A0,A?)PiP = A?, where

AC is the closure of Ao in Ai. But this contradicts [9, Lemma 2], by <p £ B. So

Theorem 1 applies, and the proof is complete.
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